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spiral bound kit covers important nursing implications, frequent side
effects, serious and life-threatening implications, and patient teaching
skills. Whether you use it to prepare for class, clinicals, or the NCLEX®
examination, you won’t find another study tool like this! UNIQUE! More
than 100 full-color cartoons offer humorous and memorable
presentations of key drugs. UNIQUE! Color-highlighted monographs
make it easier for you to identify nursing priorities on common
medications. Thick pages and a spiral-bound format create a portable
tool that is durable enough for the clinical environment. Colored thumb
tabs at the bottom of the page allow students to find topics quickly.
UNIQUE! Mnemonics and other time-tested memory aids help you grasp
and remember even the most complex concepts. What You Need to Know
sections on each card cover key information in a quick and easy-toreview format. NEW! Additional cards cover medication safety,
furosemide, hydrochlorothiazide, oral antidiabetic drugs and non-insulin
injectable agents, and disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs.
Dear Valentine Letters Mad Libs - Mad Libs 2006-12-28
Mad Libs is the world’s greatest word game and a great gift or activity
for anyone who likes to laugh! Write in the missing words on each page
to create your own hilariously funny Valentine's Day cards (complete
with stickers and nifty envelopes for mailing). This book makes sending

Literary Notes - 2017
Sunprint Notecards - Princeton Architectural Press 2017-03-07
Women of Abstract Expressionism - Joan Marter 2016-01-01
This publication contains a survey of female abstract expressionist
artists, revealing the richness and lasting influence of their work and the
movement as a whole as well as highlighting the lack of critical attention
they have received to date.
Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden Notebook Collection - 2018
This Is My Bookstore - Chronicle Books (Firm) 2020
The Fashion Sketchpad - Tamar Daniel 2011
"Runway figure outlines disappear when scanned or copied!"-- Wrapper.
Mosby's Pharmacology Memory NoteCards - E-Book - JoAnn
Zerwekh 2018-03-30
Bring key pharmacology topics to life in a flash! Mosby’s Pharmacology
Memory NoteCards: Visual, Mnemonic, and Memory Aids for Nurses, 5th
Edition uses humor, illustrations, and mnemonics, to help you retain
challenging pharmacology concepts and drug information. This sturdy,
helen-frankenthaler-notes-20-notecards-and-envelopes
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out love notes easier than shooting a bow and NOUN. With 21 “fill-in-theblank” Valentine's Day cards for your best friends, secret admirers,
family and teachers, there’s plenty of fun to go around. Play alone, in a
group, or with your crush! Mad Libs are a fun family activity
recommended for ages 8 to NUMBER. Dear Valentine Letters Mad Libs
includes: - Silly stories: 21 "fill-in-the-blank" Valentine's Day cards all
about love! - Language arts practice: Mad Libs are a great way to build
reading comprehension and grammar skills. - Fun With Friends: each
story is a chance for friends to work together to create unique stories!
Rothko - Janet Bishop 2017-09-05
“Sumptuously illustrated with reproductions of 50 paintings, this book
celebrates the rich artistic legacy of American artist Mark Rothko”
(Publishers Weekly). Mark Rothko’s iconic paintings are some of the
most profound works of twentieth-century Abstract Expressionism. This
collection presents fifty large-scale artworks from the American master’s
color field period (1949–1970) alongside essays by Rothko’s son,
Christopher Rothko, and San Francisco Museum of Modern Art curator
of painting and sculpture, Janet Bishop. Featuring illuminating details
about Rothko’s life, influences, and legacy, and brimming with the
emotional power and expressive color of his groundbreaking canvases,
this essential volume brings the renowned artist’s luminous work to light
for both longtime Rothko fans and those discovering his work for the first
time.
Fierce Poise - Alexander Nemerov 2022-03-22
A National Book Critics Circle finalist • One of Vogue's Best Books of the
Year A dazzling biography of one of the twentieth century's most
respected painters, Helen Frankenthaler, as she came of age as an artist
in postwar New York “The magic of Alexander Nemerov's portrait of
Helen Frankenthaler in Fierce Poise is that it reads like one of Helen's
paintings. His poetic descriptions of her work and his rich insights into
the years when Helen made her first artistic breakthroughs are both
light and lush, seemingly easy and yet profound. His book is an ode to a
truly great artist who, some seventy years after this story begins, we are
only now beginning to understand.” ―Mary Gabriel, author of Ninth
helen-frankenthaler-notes-20-notecards-and-envelopes

Street Women At the dawn of the 1950s, a promising and dedicated
young painter named Helen Frankenthaler, fresh out of college, moved
back home to New York City to make her name. By the decade's end, she
had succeeded in establishing herself as an important American artist of
the postwar period. In the years in between, she made some of the most
daring, head-turning paintings of her day and also came into her own as
a woman: traveling the world, falling in and out of love, and engaging in
an ongoing artistic education. She also experienced anew―and left her
mark on―the city in which she had been raised in privilege as the
daughter of a judge, even as she left the security of that world to pursue
her artistic ambitions. Brought to vivid life by acclaimed art historian
Alexander Nemerov, these defining moments--from her first awed
encounter with Jackson Pollock's drip paintings to her first solo gallery
show to her tumultuous breakup with eminent art critic Clement
Greenberg―comprise a portrait as bold and distinctive as the painter
herself. Inspired by Pollock and the other male titans of abstract
expressionism but committed to charting her own course, Frankenthaler
was an artist whose talent was matched only by her unapologetic
determination to distinguish herself in a man's world. Fierce Poise is an
exhilarating ride through New York's 1950s art scene and a brilliant
portrait of a young artist through the moments that shaped her.
Andy Warhol Soup Can Magnets - Galison 2020-01-21
Andy Warhol Soup Can Magnets by Galison include 9 different colored
versions of Warhol's iconic Soup Can series masterpiece. Each magnet is
die-cut in the shape of the soup can image. - Package Sheet Size: 4.5 x
6.75", 114 x 171 mm - 6 Colored Magnets - Magnet size: 1.25 x 2.25", 32
x 57 mm - Die-cut can-shaped magnets - Matte finish artwork
Barbara Rae - Barbara Rae 2018
These sketchbooks, the work of the acclaimed Scottish artist Barbara
Rae CBE RA during her three journeys towards the Northwest Passage in
the depths of the Arctic Circle in 2015, 2016 and 2017, record in
colourful and assured brush strokes the icebergs, frozen bays and
snowdrifts of this often hostile landscape. Polar bears, caribou and the
Northern Lights all make appearances, accompanied by Rae s
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handwritten notes in which she records her experiences and her
immediate reactions to this harsh, unforgiving environment. Each page
of the sketchbooks is meticulously reproduced, and the handsomely
bound volume sit comfortably in the hand, making it the perfect gift for
anyone interested in painting or exploration. SELLING POINTS: *
Barbara Rae's sketchbooks bring the frozen plains of the Arctic
immediately to life * Replicates the look and feel of the original
sketchbooks Also available: Barbara Rae: The Northwest Passage ISBN
9781910350980
Color Theory Notecards - Mimi Robinson 2017-02-07

Georgia O'Keeffe - Georgia O'Keeffe 1998
Produced in a pocket-sized, jacketed paperback format, Phaidon's
miniature editions make ideal gifts and desirable possessions. Each book
features a wealth of finely reproduced colour images. This concise
edition captures the ageless and absorbing quality of Georgia O'Keefe's
highly distinctive paintings of flowers, each of which draws the viewer
into the most minute of details and, in turn, into another world.
Cat Box: 100 Postcards by 10 Artists - Princeton Architectural Press
2021-07-27
Botanicals - The New York Botanical Garden 2017-10-03
The beloved gift format that is 100 postcards in a box has never been
more beautiful. The images include 100 rare portraits of exotic flowers,
cacti and succulents from the world-renowned collection of the NY
Botanical Garden. Printed on lush, uncoated stock to mimic the original
paintings, these brilliantly colored postacrds can be mailed, framed or
used in craft projects.
William Wegman - Willaim Wegman 2017-08
William Wegman is a world-renowned American artist whose paintings,
photographs, videos and drawings have been exhibited in museums and
galleries internationally. Today he is perhaps best known for his
collaborations with his longstanding muses, an ever-expanding cast of
Weimaraners, for whom performing elaborate scenarios or merely posing
demurely for their portraits comes as second nature. Curated in close
collaboration with distinguished photography author William A. Ewing,
William Wegman: Being Human is the most extensive collection of
Wegman's photographic work yet to be published. The book is organized
thematically, presenting a wealth of exceptional work in such a way as to
highlight the versatility of Wegman's everinventive mind as he explores
what it means to be human. From portraits of characters we so easily
recognize - a suburban housewife, a famous actor, a nightclub singer, a
golfer dressed in plaid - to imagery that toys with a wide range of visual
languages, Wegman quotes freely from fashion photography, Cubism,
colour theory, the tradition of the nude and the history of art itself.

Helen Frankenthaler Notes - 2016
Have a Little Pun - Frida Clements 2018-09-04
William Wegman: Being Human - William A. Ewing 2017-10-03
William Wegman's whimsical photographs of his Weimaraner dogs have
been celebrated in the art world and enjoyed by pet lovers for nearly four
decades. In this entirely new volume, renowned photography curator
William A. Ewing presents more than 300 images from the artist's
personal archive, unearthing previously unseen gems alongside the
iconic images that have made Wegman—along with dressed-up dogs Man
Ray, Fay Ray, and others—beloved worldwide. Presented in sixteen
thematic chapters, William Wegman: Being Human foregrounds the
photographer's penchant for play and his evergreen ability to create
images that are at once funny, striking, and surreal. Audiences of all
ages will fall in love—for the first time, or all over again—with Wegman
and his friends.
Abstract Expressionism - Barbara Hess 2016
From vast, splattered canvases to quiet pools of color, enter the world of
Abstract Expressionism, the movement which put feelings into paint and
turned New York into the global center for contemporary art. This book
features works from 20 key artists, including Jackson Pollock, Philip
Guston, Robert Motherwell, Mark Rothko, and Willem de Kooning.
helen-frankenthaler-notes-20-notecards-and-envelopes
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Essays and an interview explore Wegman's approach to his subjects and
their life in the studio. With over 300 images made over the last four
decades, many published here for the first time, William Wegman: Being
Human will delight and engage both those who are new to Wegman's
work and those who have admired his art for many years.
Everything Eyes - Bobbi Brown 2014-03-25
The bestselling author and world-famous makeup artist reveals her
expert techniques for creating show-stopping eyes—from everyday
natural to party sparkle. To complement Bobbi’s eyewear range and eye
makeup palette, Everything Eyes covers basic eye care, essential brushes
and tools, and step-by-step tutorials for ten stunning looks: Clean Sparkly
Nude Bronzed Fun Winged Gilded Winged Smokey Soft Smokey Retro
Glam Famous for her signature glasses look, Bobbi also shares her triedand-true tips for selecting frames and wearing makeup with glasses. This
chic book is the manual for all women who want gorgeous eyes. And that
means every woman!
Women in Science - Rachel Ignotofsky 2017-03-07

world, believing strongly in a spiritual dimension. She joined the
Theosophical Society, and, with four fellow female members who
together called themselves "The Five," began to study mediumship.
Between 1906 and 1915, purportedly guided by a higher power, af Klint
created 193 individual works that, in both scale and scope of imagery,
are like no other art created at that time. Botanically inspired images
and mystical symbols, diagrams, words, and geometric series, all form
part of af Klint's abstract language. These abstract techniques would not
be seen again until years later. Notes and Methods presents facsimile
reproductions of a wide array of af Klint's early notebooks accompanied
by the first English translation of af Klint's extensive writings. It contains
the rarely seen "Blue Notebooks," hand-painted and annotated
catalogues af Klint created of her most famous series "Paintings for the
Temple," and a dictionary compiled by af Klint of the words and letters
found in her work. This extraordinary collection is edited by and
copublished with Christine Burgin, and features an introduction by Iris
Müller-Westermann. It will stand as an important and timely contribution
to the legacy of Hilma af Klint.
Edward Hopper Portfolio Notes - 2018

Rothko - Jacob Baal-Teshuva 2003
Presents an overview of the works of the Russian-born Ameican painter.
Hilma Af Klint - Hilma af Klint 2018-07-06
At the turn of the twentieth century, Swedish artist Hilma af Klint
(1862-1944) created a body of work that left visible reality behind,
exploring the radical possibilities of abstraction years before Vasily
Kandinsky, Kazimir Malevich, or Piet Mondrian. Many consider her the
first trained artist to create abstract paintings. With Hilma af Klint:
Notes and Methods, we get to experience the arc of af Klint's artistic
investigation in her own words. Hilma af Klint studied at the Royal
Swedish Academy in Stockholm where she was part of the first
generation of female students. Up until the beginning of the century, she
painted mainly landscapes and detailed botanical studies. Her work from
this period was that of a young artist of her time who meticulously
observed the world around her. But, like many of her contemporaries, af
Klint was also interested in the invisible relationships that shape our
helen-frankenthaler-notes-20-notecards-and-envelopes
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Do It For Yourself - Kara Cutruzzula 2022-07-19
A bold motivational journal for anyone seeking to boost their productivity
Whether you’re embarking on a new project or planning your future,
understanding what makes you tick is the crucial ï¬?rst step in making
things happen. Do It For Yourself combines the pop-art-inspired graphics
of Subliming with 75 thought-provoking prompts by creativity and
productivity expert Kara Cutruzzula. Choose any goal and work through
the ï¬?ve stages of the journal—getting going, building momentum,
overcoming setbacks, following through, and seeking closure—or just
open it to the phase you’re in now. Each exercise is designed to help
reorient your outlook, overcome roadblocks, and encourage mindfulness,
with powerful typographic quotes to inspire you along the way. In these
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pages, ï¬?nd the much-needed space to focus your energy, clear up
mental clutter, and set yourself up for success. Because isn’t it time you
did it for yourself?
David Hicks (Neutrals) Everyday Pen Set - Galison 2019-07-30
David Nightingale Hicks was an English interior decorator and designer,
noted for using bold colors, mixing antique and modern furnishings, and
contemporary art for his famous clientele. The David Hicks (Neutrals)
Everyday Pen Set from Galison includes three gold-capped pens
decorated with iconic Hicksonian geometric patterns in gold, gray and
black.
Dancing Through Fields of Color - Elizabeth Brown 2019-03-19
They said only men could paint powerful pictures, but Helen
Frankenthaler (1928-2011) splashed her way through the modern art
world. Channeling deep emotion, Helen poured paint onto her canvas
and danced with the colors to make art unlike anything anyone had ever
seen. She used unique tools like mops and squeegees to push the paint
around, to dazzling effects. Frankenthaler became an originator of the
influential “Color Field” style of abstract expressionist painting with her
“soak stain” technique, and her artwork continues to electrify new
generations of artists today. Dancing Through Fields of Color discusses
Frankenthaler’s early life, how she used colors to express emotion, and
how she overcame the male-dominated art world of the 1950s.
Creative Spaces - Angie Myung 2019-08-27
This debut book from acclaimed Los Angeles lifestyle brand Poketo
proves creativity can be sparked anywhere. From a colorful desk in a tiny
closet to expansive homes, Creative Spaces explores the lives, homes,
and studios of 23 artistic entrepreneurs, authors, and designers through
a collection of inspired interiors from across the country that brings art
into the everyday. With stunning photography, intimate profiles, and
unexpected takeaways, the book showcases an eclectic mix of creatives,
including artist Adam J. Kurtz, ceramicist Helen Levi, and DJ Chris
Manak, among others. Fusing lifestyle with interior design, this peek into
the spaces and lives of creative professionals will motivate dreamers and
thinkers to become doers and makers.
helen-frankenthaler-notes-20-notecards-and-envelopes
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Circles and Squares - Caroline Maclean 2021-02-18
Bibliophile - 2018-09-11
Perfect gift for book lovers, writers and your book club Book lovers
rejoice! In this love letter to all things bookish, Jane Mount brings
literary people, places, and things to life through her signature and
vibrant illustrations. Readers of Jane Mount's Bibliophile will delight in:
Touring the world's most beautiful bookstores Testing their knowledge of
the written word with quizzes Finding their next great read in lovingly
curated stacks of books Sampling the most famous fictional meals
Peeking inside the workspaces of their favorite authors A source of
endless inspiration, literary facts and recommendations: Bibliophile is
pure bookish joy and sure to enchant book clubbers, English majors,
poetry devotees, aspiring writers, and any and all who identify as book
lovers. If you have read or own: I’d Rather Be Reading: The Delights and
Dilemmas of the Reading Life; The Written World: The Power of Stories
to Shape People, History, and Civilization; or How to Read Literature
Like a Professor: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between
the Lines; then you will want to read and own Jane Mount's Bibliophile.
Paper Flower Note Cards - Emiko Yamamoto 2020-03-24
Create your own elegant greeting cards with the beauty of lifelike paper
flowers! Paper Flower Note Cards provides all the information you need.
With just scissors, craft glue and a few sheets of colorful heavyweight
paper, anyone can create stunning floral gift cards, gift toppers and
place cards in no time at all! Emiko Yamamoto's simple step-by-step
instructions explain how to cut and assemble each card for flawless
results every time. Templates provided in the back of the book are
reusable and allow you to reproduce the designs many times. This
collection includes more than 30 dazzling designs for creative notes and
floral decorations: Pop-up cards with petals that gently splay when the
card is opened Decorative cards with three-dimensional flowers across
the surface Elegant & subtle floral silhouette cards Cards for specific
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occasions like birthdays, weddings, baby showers, Father's Day,
Mother's Day, Valentine's Day, Halloween or Christmas Seasonal cards
that can be customized for any occasion year round At the heart of each
design is a beautiful flower, and there are many to choose from Rose
Peony Carnation Hydrangea Cosmos Morning glory Sunflower Poinsettia
And more! You'll dazzle your friends and family with these handmade
works of art!
Helen Frankenthaler, Paintings from 1959-1963 - Helen Frankenthaler
1983

the Bauhaus; and his late work in Paris. The book's grand design and
lavish packaging allow for a thorough examination of Kandinsky's most
important works in all their extraordinary detail. Among the book's
special features is an added stand-alone facsimile of Kleine Welten
(Small Worlds), a series of 12 prints first published by Kandinsky in a
limited edition in 1922. Accessible, impeccably researched, and wideranging, this important volume is certain to become an indispensable
overview of the artist's seminal works as well as the perfect gift for
anyone eager to experience the beauty and power of Kandinsky's vision.
Roses - The New York Botanical Garden 2021-02-09

Vasily Kandinsky - Wassily Kandinsky 2008
This sumptuously produced volume displays Kandinsky's brilliant use of
color, shape, and composition through more than 250 full-color details or
full-page illustrations. Essays by the world's leading Kandinsky experts
focus on the evolution of his work throughout all periods of his career:
his exploration of his Russian roots and his emigration to Munich; his
attraction to the Art Nouveau and fauvist movements; the formation of
the Blue Rider group; the influence of music on his painting; his years at
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Dancing Cats and Neglected Murderesses - Edward Gorey 1980
Enigmatic drawings of cats engaged in unusual activities, and somber
portraits of women guilty of bizarre murders demonstrate a dry and
subtle sense of humor
Claude Monet - Ann Temkin 2009
including the destruction of two works in a fire in 1958 - and underscores
the resonance of these paintings with the art and artists of the last halfcentury." --Book Jacket.
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